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Hi folks, 
 

Happy New Year! 
   
     With every new year comes; new 
hope, new resolutions, new ideas, new 
opportunities and new wishes for the 
year ahead. I have several New Wishes, but they are related to 
the Winnipeg Ostomy Association (WOA).  I am hoping people 
will come forward to help my wishes come true! 
Wish Number 1: Members will become more engaged and 
active. 
Wish Number 2: One member or member family or friend 
steps forward to help with bookkeeping our finances. Effective 
February 1st our current Treasurer is stepping down.  
Wish Number 3: Additional members step forward in the 
months ahead to help with shadowing the President position, 
Membership Coordinator, and Visitor Coordination. Current 
Board members doing these functions are stepping down at the 
Annual General Meeting in April. 
     As I said in my last message, WOA is at crossroads and 
requires new ideas, new energy and new crop of people 
willing to step forward. With a new year we can hope there 
will be a sense of a new beginning. Please give some thought 
to volunteering on our Board for a few years and take up one 
of the positions becoming vacant. Please email me, 
r.hull@shaw.ca    
     One new beginning will be our up coming name change to 
be more inclusive of members throughout the province. Stay 
tuned for further information in the months ahead. 
     Our January and February Chapter meetings are planned 
and information sharing will again be a key component. 
Please join us…! See this newsletter for details and login 
information. 
     Happy Healthy New Year. 

    Randy 
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WHO WE ARE 

VISITING SERVICE 

WHAT IS AN OSTOMY? 

WHAT WE OFFER 

MEMBERSHIP 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

ARE YOU MOVING? 

 

The Winnipeg Ostomy Association, 
Inc. (WOA) is a non-profit 
registered charity run by 
volunteers with the support of 
medical advisors. We provide 
emotional support, experienced 
and practical help, instructional 
and informational services through 
our membership, to the family unit, 
associated care givers and the 
general public. Our range of 
service and support covers 
Winnipeg, Manitoba and North 
Western Ontario.    

Anyone with an intestinal or 
urinary tract diversion, or others 
who have an interest in the WOA, 
such as relatives, friends and 
medical professionals, can become 
a member.  

An ostomy is a surgical procedure 
performed when a person has lost 
function of the bladder or bowel. 
This can be due to Crohn’s disease, 
ulcerative colitis, cancer, birth 
defects, injury or other disorders.  
The surgery allows for bodily 
wastes to be re-routed into a pouch 
through a new opening (called a 
stoma) created in the abdominal 
wall. Some of the major ostomy 
surgeries include colostomy, 
ileostomy and urostomy.  

Upon the request of a patient, the 
WOA will provide a visitor for 
ostomy patients. The visits can be 
pre or post operative or both. The 
visitor will have special training 
and will be chosen according to the 

patient’s age, gender, and type of 
surgery. A visit may be arranged by 
calling the Visitor Coordinator or 
the ostomy nurse (NSWOC) by 
asking your Doctor or nurse. There 
is no charge for this service.  
  

MEETINGS: Regular meetings 
allow our members to exchange 
information and experiences with 
each other. We also run groups for 
spouses and significant others 
(SASO) and a young person’s 
group (Stomas R Us).  
  

INFORMATION: We publish a 
newsletter, INSIDE/OUT, eight 
times a year.  
  

EDUCATION:  We promote 
awareness and understanding in 
our community.  
  

COLLECTION OF UNUSED 
SUPPLIES:  We ship unused 
supplies to developing countries 
through Friends of Ostomates 
Worldwide (Canada). 

Chapter meetings are held from 
September through May. There are 
no scheduled chapter meetings in 
June, July, or August. A Christmas 
party is held in December.  
  

Meetings are held on the 
FOURTH WEDNESDAY  

of the month. 
  

     7:30 pm—9:30 pm 

 

Manitoba POSSIBLE Bldg. 
825 Sherbrook Street,  

Winnipeg, MB  
Rooms 202 & 203  

 

  

FREE PARKING:  
Enter the SMD parking lot to the 
south of the building just off Sher-
brook and McDermott Ave.  

OUR MEETINGS 

FOURTH 
Wednesdays 
of the month 

  

JANUARY 25 

FEBRUARY 22 

MARCH 22 

Meetings open at 7:10 pm            
for   random discussions 

Meeting Starts at 7:30 pm 

If you move, please inform us of 
your change of address so we can 
continue to send you the 
newsletter and Ostomy Canada 
magazine.   
Send your change of address to:  

WOA  
204—825 Sherbrook St. 

Winnipeg, MB   R3A 1M5 

The Editor, Inside/Out 
1101-80 Snow Street 

Winnipeg, MB   R3T 0P8 

Email: woainfo@mts.net 
  

All submissions are welcome, may 
be edited and are not guaranteed to 
be printed.  
  

Deadline for next issue:  
Friday, February 3, 2023 

 

  

WEBSITE 

Visit the WOA Web Pages: 
https://www.ostomy-winnipeg.ca 

Webmaster: 
webmaster@ostomy-winnipeg.ca 

DISCLAIMER 

Articles and submissions printed in this 
newsletter are not necessarily endorsed by 
the Winnipeg Ostomy Association and 
may not apply to everyone. It is wise to 
consult your Enterostomal Therapist or 
Doctor before using any information from 
this newsletter.  
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JANUARY CHAPTER MEETING 

 

Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2023 

In Person or Via ZOOM 

Time:  07:30 PM  
 

Everyone is welcome to join us           
“in person” at the 

MB Possible building                          
825 Sherbrook Street.  

Rooms 202 & 203 

 

ENTRY to the building is off back lane side of the building. 
FREE PARKING - ENTRY off McDermot & Sherbrook, in 
the parking lot labeled SMD parking 

 

Join Zoom Meeting 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81123363371?
pwd=akZLeDA3b2ZaMkg1dFhzcmdwTUdDUT09 

 

Login through  ZOOM website:    
Meeting ID: 811 2336 3371 Passcode: 772900 

 

Dial into meeting:   +1 204 272 7920     
Meeting ID:  811 2336 3371 Passcode: 772900 

 

 

Randy Hull 
r.hull@shaw.ca 

President Winnipeg Ostomy Association 

President City of Winnipeg Retirees Association 

Director Ostomy Canada Board 

 

  TOPIC    
OSTOMY SUPPLY DEPOT 

PRESENTER:  TBD 

 

• An outline of the process of getting 
your supplies quickly and efficiently.  

• An opportunity for you to ask questions or supply 
suggestions. 

 

Questions can be forwarded to Randy or Lorrie in advance 
of the meeting.  
 

WINNIPEG OSTOMY  
CHAPTER VOLUNTEERS 

 

SOCIAL CONVENORS: 
Fem Ann Algera       204-654-0743     
RECEPTION/HOSPITALITY: 
Bonnie Dyson   204 - 669-5830 

PUBLIC RELATIONS:  
Randy Hull    204-794-4019 

MEMBERSHIP CHAIR:      
Donna Love    204-489-0061 

LIBRARY/TAPES:         
Ursula Kelemen       204-338-3763 

TRANSPORTATION:    
Vacant 
CARDS:                
Donna Suggett      204-694-7660 

NEWSLETTER:   
Editor:  Lorrie Pismenny   204-489-2731 

Mailing:  Jan Dowswell            
WEBMASTER:   

Peter Folk  
VISITOR TRAINING:  

Lorrie Pismenny      204-489-2731 

SASO:    

Vacant 
 

FOWC: Friends of Ostomates 
Worldwide (Canada)  

UNUSED SUPPLIES PICK UP 
“NEW” 204-237-2022 

Please leave a message  
 

CHAPTER WEBSITE: 
http://:ostomy-winnipeg.ca 

CHAPTER EMAIL:   
woainfo@mts.net 
 

The Winnipeg Ostomy Association is a 
registered non-profit charity run by 
volunteers. The WOA was incorporated in 
August 1972.  
 

BRANDON/WESTMAN OSTOMY 
SUPPORT GROUP: 
Contacts:  
Marg Pollock  204-728-1421 

Betty Moyer:                      204-728-6886 

Judy & Wayne Baker:        204-726-4839 

 

OSTOMY SUPPLIES 

HSC MATERIALS HANDLING 

59 Pearl St. , Winnipeg, MB. 
  

ORDERS: 204-926.6080 or 
1.877.477.4773 

E-mail: ossupplies@wrha.mb.ca 

Monday to Friday 8:00am to 4:00pm 

  

PICK-UP: Monday to Friday  
8:00am to 11:00pm 

 

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj%2F81123363371%3Fpwd%3DakZLeDA3b2ZaMkg1dFhzcmdwTUdDUT09&data=05%7C01%7C%7C5e7c868f901c40087d7108daed044808%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C638082899883680899%7CUn
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fus02web.zoom.us%2Fj%2F81123363371%3Fpwd%3DakZLeDA3b2ZaMkg1dFhzcmdwTUdDUT09&data=05%7C01%7C%7C5e7c868f901c40087d7108daed044808%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C638082899883680899%7CUn
mailto:r.hull@shaw.ca
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FROM the EDITOR’S 
DESK 

     It seems like just yesterday 
when I heard the  news that 
Sandy Owsianski had died. 
Sandy had been a member and 
visitor well before I joined WOA 
in 2000. And he became good friends with some of 
the patients/members he visited and connected 
with.  
     I am greatly saddened by Sandy’s passing, but it 
reminds me that we have many visitors going 
beyond the call of duty as well.  
    We need to recognize more of our visitors and 
how they have helped us. Do you have a story or 
“thank you” that you could share.? It is important 
that the good work of the WOA is highlighted.  
     I responded to Peggy’s letter above, with the 
following: RE: luggage problems at airports. 
Obviously someone who doesn’t belong to or attend 
ostomy meetings!     
     The Winnipeg Free Press had an article on this 
subject and a former manager at American Airlines 
was quoted as saying, “And the people who check 
their house keys and their medicine? I want to say 
to the customer: You should take some ownership 
of this.” So true.  
     At our last board meeting of 2022 Randy did 
what Randy does best. He gave us all an 
opportunity to contribute to the meeting.  He did his 

 

Hi Lorrie, 
  

     I was watching the news the other 
day and they interviewed a woman stuck 
God knows at what airport and with no luggage to be 
found.  She went on to say that her ostomy supplies were in 
her checked baggage and her present pouch was leaky and 
smelly.  First, too much information for a reporter, and 
second, who in their right mind would not put their ostomy 
supplies in their carry-on? 

  

With my best wishes for a Happy and healthy New Year, 
  

Peggy S. 
  

WE’VE GOT MAIL! 

“roundtable” routine and this time he asked us to 
share some memories of past Christmases. It was 
fascinating to hear everyone’s responses. Check out 
page 10 for some Christmas memories and pictures.  
      Just as Premier Stefanson has asked all her 
MLA’s to give notice if they are planning on running 
for election in the fall, our board members are asked 
the same thing every spring. And as Randy mentions 
in his message we are in great need of new 
volunteers. Please consider “paying it forward” and 
take a year or two to learn how the chapter runs 
behind the scenes. Ask any former or current board 
member and they are sure to tell you it’s an eye-

opening experience.  
     If being a board member is not your thing, take a 
look at another type of volunteer job needing to be 
filled on Page 5. Or just let us know you would be 
happy to help in some way. That would be so 
encouraging as we go forward for another 50 years! 
      All members will have a letter  from the board 
slipped into your newsletter envelope or attached to 
the emailed newsletters. Please pay close attention to 
this message as it is about our future in the making.  
     Note: Randy just informed me about changes in 
picking up your ostomy supplies from 59 Pearl St. 
Please see what he reports. 
     Don’t forget our chapter meeting is “in person” or 
via Zoom on Wed. January 25th!  
 

      Cheers,  

  Lorrie 

OSTOMY SUPPLIES 

HSC MATERIALS HANDLING 

59 Pearl St. , Winnipeg, MB. 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE  
 

NEW PROCEDURE WHEN 

PICKING UP OSTOMY SUPPLIES 

 

• Pick-ups via Warehouse Door #5               
is now discontinued.  

• Use main office door on the Pearl St. 
side.  

• You will need to be buzzed in to 
enter.  

• A mask is required for entry.  

 



 

We NEED drivers with a vehicle, and 
an hour or so of time, to pick up 

supplies from people in your own 
neighbourhood. 

It could be anything from a small 
box of supplies to a trunk full. Time 

commitment is minimal and pick ups 
are arranged between you and the 

donor. 

We have no shortage of supplies 
being donated. 54 boxes were picked 

up just recently by Miller 
Environmental Transport on their 
way to FOWC’s collection depot in 

Ontario. 

Manitobans don’t want to see these 
precious supplies end up in the land 
fills. We need to ensure that they go 
to needy ostomates overseas instead. 

Due to illness, moving, and travel 
issues, etc. we don’t have enough 

volunteers to fill all the requests for 
pick ups.  

Ross Bingham (204–889-9554 or 
Lorrie Pismenny 204-489-2731) can 

explain what is involved.  

Give us a call.                               
We’re counting on you! 
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FOWC TEAM VOLUNTEERS 

In case you’re interested, here are some 
thoughts about growing older: 
 

• My doctor asked if anyone in my family 
suffered from mental illness and I said, 
“No, we all seem to enjoy it.” 

• Just once, I want a username and 
password that says, “Close enough.” 

• I’m a multitasker, I can listen, ignore and 
forget all at the same time! 

• Retirement to-do list: Wake up, - I Nailed 
it! 

• Sometimes it takes me all 
day to get nothing done. 
• I don’t trip; I do random 
gravity checks. 

 

Myth: New Year = New You. 
 

Fact: New Actions = New You. 

How long can FLU GERMS                  
live outside the body? 

 

     If someone has the flue or a cold and coughs 
into his hand, and then he touches a doorknob, how 
long can those germs live on that doorknob? 

The length of time that cold or flue germs can 
survive outside the body on an environmental 
surface, such as a doorknob, varies greatly. But the 
suspected range is from a few seconds to 48 hours - 
depending on the specific virus and the type of 
surface. Flu viruses tend to live longer on surfaces 
than cold viruses do. Also, it’s generally believed 
that cold and flu viruses live longer on nonporous 
surfaces - such as plastic, metal or wood - than 
they do on porous surfaces -  such as fabrics, skin 
or paper. Although cold and flu 
viruses primarily spread from 
person-to-person contact, you 
can also become infected from 
contact with contaminated 
surfaces . The best way to 
avoid becoming infected with a 
cold or flu is to wash your 
hands frequently with soap and 
water or with an alcohol– based sanitizer.  
 

Source: Vancouver Ostomy HighLife Nov/Dec. 2022 
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In MEMORIAM 

 

 

Sandy Owsianski 
 

 

We extend our sympathy to his 

family and friends 

A warm welcome to new  
chapter member: 

 

Kevin McLean 

 

 4 REASONS WHY HAVING AN 
OSTOMY CAN BE EXHAUSTING 

 

Feeling Tired All the Time after Ostomy 
Surgery? 

Being an ostomate simply means your body 
works differently. In the case of a colostomy 
or ileostomy, you’re functioning with little or 
no colon. That alone is truly remarkable, but 
before the applause, it can also be 
exhausting. Watch out for these four 
common energy sappers.  
 

1. Trips to the Bathroom 

While non-ostomates probably have one 
bowel movement per day, you might be in 
the bathroom several times per day emptying 
your ostomy pouch. This can happen more 
with an ileostomy or urostomy versus a 
colostomy. It’s unavoidable, so just know 
that this ongoing need can leave you feeling 
pooped, especially for ostomates dealing 
with high output. And on days where you’re 
changing your system, don’t forget that this 

task also takes extra time and energy.  
Quick tip: Drink fluids after each restroom trip. 
Rehydrating your body can help restore some lost 
energy.  
 

2. Lack of Sleep 

In the weeks following surgery, you may wake at least three 
times per night to empty the ostomy pouch. For some 
ostomates, it takes months for their bodies to heal or for 
output to slow down. Plus, if you were a stomach sleeper 
prior to surgery, adjusting to a side or back sleep position 
can be challenging. If days of broken sleep are turning into 
weeks or months, it’s no wonder why you are feeling 
exhausted.  
Quick Tip: Avoid eating large meals at night and know 
which foods run through the system faster. Don’t lean on 
caffeine drinks, Red Bull, etc. - take a power nap to help 
boost your energy. Get the best quality sleep possible to 
reduce fatigue.  
 

3. Nutritional Deficiencies 

Lack of proper nutrients can directly affect our bodies 
energy levels. If we don’t get enough nutrition from food, 
we tend to feel tired and sluggish. Vitamins, such a B12, for 
ileostomy patients is highly recommended because much of 
your body’s essential nutrients are absorbed through the 
large intestine and ileum, body parts that you are missing or 
are reduced in size.  
Quick Tip: Eating healthy is important to getting proper 
nourishment for deficiency of specific nutrients, such as 
vitamin B6, vitamin B12, folic acid, thiamine, and niacin.  
 

4. Endless To-Do Lists 

Engaging in too many daily activities - even fun activities - 
can sometimes leave ostomates feeling completely drained. 
Know your limits. Remember to reserve some energy for 
completing daily responsibilities. Over-scheduling yourself 
can equal over-exhausting yourself and may leave you 
feeling guilty or inadequate because you can’t keep up.  
Quick Tip: Ask for help. Every ostomate should have an 
extra set of helping hands around for times when life gets 
crazy busy.  
 

Having an ostomy comes with a huge responsibility - always 
taking care of yourself. This may seem like a full-time job at 
first, but it’s an important step to creating a happier and 
healthier life. Remember that you’re absolutely unique; learn 
what works best for you.   ❑ 

 

Source: Insider Ostomy Newsletter, Fall 2022, Ostomy Connection: 
https//ostomyconnection.com/ via Vancouver Ostomy HighLife 
November/December 2022 



 

TRAVEL TIPS 

 

Take your shoes off! Take off your belt, your 
jacket and your watch! Take your laptop out of 
your luggage and empty your pockets! (Well, at 
least we don’t have to use the Arrive Can app 
anymore. Whew.) 
 

Ready to head out again? Many of us 
are! Airport security is complicated. 
And now that you have an ostomy, it 
can be even more challenging. But 
there are tips and tools to ensure 
your easy passage through security. 
Extra security precautions are being 
taken at airports and other transit 
hubs worldwide. A little pre-

planning and understanding of both security rules and 
your right to privacy can help you avoid problems in 
transit and enjoy your travels. In particular, remember 
that all airport screenings must be conducted with 
courtesy, dignity and respect. You may request 
screening in a private area at all U.S. airports and most 
international destinations. A few additional tips to 
keep you on the go are: 
* Carry a statement from your healthcare 
professional stating your need for ostomy supplies. 
You can also download and print the UOAA discreet 
TSA card* to show to security officers with questions. 
TSA rules state that you can be screened without 
having to empty or expose your ostomy; however, you 
may need to conduct a self pat-down of the ostomy 
followed by a test of your hands for any trace of 
explosives. During heightened security levels, you 
may experience a rather intrusive pat-down due to the 
pouch appearing on the x-ray as a square near the 
groin area. If you are travelling to a foreign country, 
bring this information written in the appropriate 
language. (Google Translate may be helpful with 
translations). If you find you need additional supplies 
while travelling, a local pharmacy is a great starting 
point. The local pharmacy may be able to provide you 
with the necessary supplies and/or refer you to a local 
clinic/hospital for support.  
* Pre-cut all cut-to-fit barriers at home. Although 
current United States Transport Safety Administration 
(TSA) rules allow curved point scissors with blades 
less that 4” in length in your carry-on luggage, 
keeping your ostomy scissors in your checked luggage 

may avoid delay and extra screening. Or, use 
Moldable Technology™ skin barriers. They mold 
directly around your stoma and don’t require scissors.  
* Consider purchasing travel insurance that 
guarantees getting you to a hospital if necessary. 
* When it comes to supplies. OVERPACK! Better 

safe than sorry. Be prepared for anything by 
packing supplies in your carry-on luggage and in 
your checked luggage. Pack at least three days’ 
worth of ostomy supplies in your carry-on 
luggage - just in case your checked luggage is 
misplaced.  
   [Editor’s note: pack ALL your supplies in your 
carry-on. It is a common occurrence these days 
for your checked luggage to go missing for days 
- maybe not showing up at all! AND, finding 

ostomy supplies in a foreign country will be harder 
than you think and wastes precious holiday time]. 
* Pack one of everything you need into a small tote 
or purse so you can get to it easily in the airport or on 
the plane without digging through your luggage. Plus, 
airplane restrooms are tiny, so you don’t want to 
wrestle a backpack or rollaboard in with you.  
* Check the weather forecast for your destination. 
Warm weather may affect how your skin barriers 
adhere to your skin, by making the adhesive between 
your pouch and skin weaker. Be aware of the weather 
at your destination and prepare accordingly.  
* Drink, drink, drink. Nothing slows down a 
vacation more than dehydration.  
* If travelling by car, take advantage of rest areas. 
Stop and empty your pouch regularly, you never know 
how far it will be until the next one! Packing one of 
everything you need into a small tote applies here 
also! Do not leave any of your supplies in a hot car or 
trunk as the heat and moisture will break down most 
products. 
* Pack ostomy-friendly snacks. 
Keep a set of clean clothes on hand whether in your 
carry-on luggage or in the trunk of your coar.  
* Carry a few plastic bags and wet wipes for quick 
cleanup.  
     * Editor’s Note: For Canadians, you can go to 
Ostomy Canada Society’s website (See link below) to 
download the Traveller’s Communication Card.  
Travellers-Card-2015.pdf(ostomycanada.ca) - Search (bing.com)  
 

Source: Reprinted from Winnipeg Ostomy Association’s 
INSIDE.OUT and Vancouver Ostomy HighLife Jan/Feb. 2023 
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FAVOURITE TRAVEL TIPS & TRICKS - from a seasoned traveller 
 

In a bathroom away from home, check the toilet paper supply BEFORE emptying your appliance! 
 

Get your electronics, keys, heavy watches, and so on out and ready to place in the bins before you reach the 
conveyor belt—you don’t want to be fumbling around in your luggage and holding people up. 

 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Travellers-Card-2015.pdf(ostomycanada.ca)&cvid=80fe29cea4cb418e9820825adebbba62&aqs=edge..69i57.39695j0j1&pglt=43&FORM=ANNTA1&PC=ACTS


 

ABOVE the BELT - HIGH SITED STOMAS (Attention men!) 
 

Where is your stoma? Does it sit high up on your body? Is it different than other people you know? We hear 
more concerns from men rather than women about stomas that are sited high on their abdomen. This may 
because men tend to be shorter through the hops than women, giving the surgeon less vertical room to choose 
from and also how and where men put on weight. There are sometimes compelling reasons for a high stoma 
siting - the diseased portion of the bowel may make it necessary to remove more of the descending and 
sigmoid colon, leaving the surgeon without adequate bowel length to reach a lower region. Or the patient may 
carry excess weight around their stomach, which would make it difficult to see the area to change the 
appliance, so the WOCN may site the stoma above the spare tire. Scars from previous surgeries or many skin 
folds in the lower quadrants can be other reasons your stoma nurse may site the stoma higher.  
 

If you have not had your surgery yet, it’s critical that your stoma be sited beforehand by a qualified WOA 
nurse. Ideally, the stoma should be sited below the line of the navel, to the left or right, depending on which 
type of surgery you will have. Ask for such a siting if possible, and if your nurse advises it be higher, ask to 
have the reasons explained - stress how you prefer to wear your trousers (and belts). Stomas situated level with 
or above the navel are more problematic to dress around. If your normal belt line falls on top of or under the 
stoma, it can make proper draining into the pouch more difficult, not to mention making it harder to conceal 
the appliance.  
 

So how do you dress around this? You can buy your pants larger in the waist and belt more loosely, or wear 
suspenders if you’re having trouble keeping loose-waisted pants up. You can buy the type of sports shirt meant 
to be worn outside pants which conceals the top of the appliance well, but lots of guys tuck their shirts in 
anyway. The appliance may show somewhat, but this is far more apparent to the wearer than anyone else. 
Vests, sweaters, hoodies and suit jackets etc., are good camouflage over a shirt. If you’re feeling self-conscious 
about the outline of the pouch showing anywhere, bear in mind that this is far more glaring to you than anyone 
else. It’s also perfectly all right to wear your pants lower on the hips and just tuck the lower half of the pouch 
into the waist. You can tuck your shirt in over this or just let it hang out. Whatever makes you feel the most 
comfortable is the right choice.  
 

Source: Ottawa (ON) Ostomy Newsletter, Calgary (AB) Simply Ostomy via North Central Oklahoma Ostomy Outlook - January 2023 
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WARDROBE TIP FOR THE GUYS 

 - by P.J. Thompson, Metro Halifax Chapter 
  

I would like to bring to your notice, and those of your readers, a small 
observation I have made over  the past few months. I have a sigmoid co-
lostomy—appliance on lower left abdominal wall. I began to run into some 
problems with my appliance during the summer—coming loose and/or 
leaking within a few days of putting on a new one. I had reached the point 
where I was having to change as often as 2 or 3 times a week. I wasn’t 
sure why, so I gave it some thought. I realized that I had put on about 
4—6 lbs, and that my waist band was marginally tighter.  
So I tried the experiment of not wearing a belt, but wearing braces 
(suspenders). Lo and behold, this worked like a charm! I have not, in the 
past 4 months had ANY leakage, or loosening of the seal, and I now only 
have to change appliances about once every 8—10 days.  
This is not a new discovery—I have seen advice to ostomates frequently to wear braces, but 
have not seen many of these advice givers expand on the reason for this.  
So gentlemen, if you have expanded your girth even slightly—it doesn’t take much—throw away 
your belt and assume the braces. They are more comfortable too! 
  

Source: Vancouver HighLife March / April 2011           Reprinted from Winnipeg Ostomy Association’s March/April 2011 
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Another Travel Tip 
 
Photocopy a page from an 
ostomy supply catalogue 
that has pictures of your 
appliances and some 
explanation of how they are used. One 
traveler reported a very positive result 
from carrying such photocopies. When an 
airport searcher asked about the items 
found during a hand search, he was able 
to explain their function without a long 
conversation that would hold up others in 
line.  
 

Source: Vancouver Ostomy HighLife- March/April 
2011 

Reprinted from Winnipeg Ostomy Association’s 
INSIDE/OUT March/April 2011 

 A WOA LOOK BACK IN TIME 

  

      Gordon Lovatt, 
member of WOA (since 
deceased) showing off 
HIS red suspenders in 
connection with the 
article “Wardrobe Tip 
for the Guys” found in 
the 2011 March/April 
issue of Inside/Out and 
reprinted in this issue 
on Page 8.. Gordon also 
has a set of suspenders 
that hook on to a belt . 
  

Photo courtesy of  Laurette Godard 

  

Source: Reprinted from the Winnipeg Ostomy 
Association’s INSIDE/OUT Summer 2011 

  

Ask a WOC Nurse 
Julie Powell, WOC nurse, answers OAMA 

members’ostomy-related questions. 
 

Q 
 Are all stoma powders basically the same or do you 
recommend one type or brand? 

       - JoAnn Schlosser 
 

A 

. That is a great question, JoAnn. 
Stoma powder is considered an accessory product 

and almost all manufacturers have one in their product 
lines. The powder is packaged in a small bottle that 
allows for a “puff applications.” 

 

I often describe stoma powder to my clients as a 
“dehydrated barrier.” 

 

The primary ingredients common to most powders are 
sodium carboxymethyl cellulose; pectin and gelatin 
(animal origin). There are no “active ingredients” in 
stoma powder, meaning there are no medications in the 
powder. Coloplast offers a vegan option that does not 
contain gelatin.  
 

Stoma powder is not necessary if the peristomal skin is 
intact and healthy. Generally, stoma powder is used to 
absorb moisture from red, raw and weeping peristomal 
skin. The goal is three-fold: absorb moisture; assist with 
better adhesion of the barrier and thus, prevent leakage to 
heal the skin.  
 

“Crusting” is the name of the technique used to apply 
stoma powder. Two products are needed for crusting to 
occur: stoma powder and liquid barrier. The liquid barrier 
can come in a pad, wipe or spray. The No-Sting 
formulations are helpful if the skin is raw and open as it 
does not contain alcohol. Crusting is essentially creating a 
band-aid over the raw area. The following are the steps in 
the “Crusting Technique.” 

 

• Remove the current pouching system from around the 
stoma 

• Gently clean the skin with water 
• Pat dry 

• Puff the powder over the raw area. Less is better. The 
powder will stick to the skin. 

• Brush off excess powder with a gauze/Kleenex. 
• Note: Powder will not hurt the stoma.  
• Dab the liquid skin barrier over the powder. 
• Let dry completely 

• Repeat the above steps 2-3x to build up the Crust.  
• Apply pouching system in the usual manner.  
•  

 

Experiencing ongoing leakage, redness, weeping 
raw skin under a barrier is not normal. Please 
consult with a WOC Nurse for an assessment of 
the skin and pouching system.  
 

Source: Ostomy Outlook, Newsletter of the 
Ostomy Association of the Minneapolis Area 
Sept/Oct. 2022 
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 ROUND TABLE -                                           
HOLIDAY TRADITIONS AND 

MEMORIES 

 

#1 Randy - a favourite at the Hull residence is 
making the Broken Glass Dessert.  A light, 
fresh dessert served after a heavy 
Christmas meal. Randy’s knowledge of how 
this dessert is prepared seems to suggest 
he personally made this dessert.  

#2 Daryl - a traditional 100 year old recipe 
called Casseaux is served -  conical pastry, 
dipped in a sugar fudge, filled with Jello & 
whipped cream 

#3 Ross - remembers a traditional Ukrainian 
Wheat Dish that wasn’t that delicious. Kutia 
is the first out of twelve dishes served 
Ukrainian Christmas Eve to be tasted. The 
head of the family takes the first spoon of 
the kutia, then tastes the kutia, and throws 
the rest of the spoonful up to the ceiling for 
good luck.  

#4 Lorrie - remembers making gingerbread 
houses every Christmas with hers and the 
neighbour’s children.  

#5 Claudette - dough boys - regular bread 
dough that has no real shape and deep fried 
instead of forming it into loaves or buns 

#6 Donna L. - her mother used to take her left
-over pie dough/pastry that was spread with 
butter, brown sugar and cinnamon.  
Originally called “pets de soeurs” from 
Quebec or Nuns farts. 

#7 Richard - his family tradition is a Scottish 
dessert of a steamed bread pudding with at 
type of sauce 

#8 Fred - December 5 and 6 are Sinterklaas/
St. Nicholas' Eve and Day in the 
Netherlands, when Saint Nicholas, also 
known as Sinterklaas, visits children and 
brings them presents. Dutch children put 
out Christmas shoes instead of stockings. 
Santa was first known as a stern and strict   
 man rather than jolly. 

#2 

#1 

#3 

#4 

#5 

#6 

#7 

#8 
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GENERAL 

 

Estate of Charmaine E. Wilson 

 

Jim Fay 

Yvonne Roeland 

Barbara Halabut 

L. Wels 

Randy Hull 

Lorrie Pismenny 

Jan Dowswell 

 

 

INSIDE/OUT  NEWSLETTER 

 

Fem Ann & Fred Algera 

 
  

  

Your  generosity is  
greatly appreciated! 

  

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS for LIVING 
WELL WITH an OSTOMY 

Compliments of UOAA October 2022 Newsletter, Excerpts from local 
ostomates by Susie Leonard Weller from the InSider Newsletter, 
Spokane ,WA 

 

One of the many benefits of participating in an Ostomy 
Support Group is discovering a variety of practical tips from 
those with more experience and varying perspectives. Here’s 
a summary of local tips: 
 

Maintain a positive attitude to live well with your ostomy 
- not just survive it.  
 

• It’s important to face and overcome your fear of having 
an accident. Be prepared physically, as well as 
emotionally, that although accidents are embarrassing, 
they can be managed. Avoid allowing your worries about 
“What if?” to severely limit your ability to go out and 
enjoy doing things! Yes, there ‘s a risk, but the alternative 
is living a very narrow and constricted life.  

 

• Whenever possible, try to find the humour within 
challenging situations.  

 

• Find ways to manage the odour from your ostomy.  
 

• Remember, odours can be a helpful signal that you’re 
leaking and it’s time to change your bag. ] 

 

• Consider placing Devko™ tablets inside your bag to 
reduce odour. Or, add some lubricating deodorants inside 
your bag - such as M9™, or Adapt,™ . 

 

• Try chewing Devrom™ tablets to reduce odour 
internally. 

 

• Poo Pourri™ ** and other room deodorants such as 
Nascent™  can help mask odours in the air. **(There are 
recipes on the internet to make your own inexpensive 
version of Poo Pourri™ . 

 

• Be aware that specific foods can also increase odour - 
such as eggs and meat, and gassy cruciferous vegetables.  

 

• Some ostomates prefer using bags, with or without filters, 
to help reduce odour. 

 

• Those with a urostomy night leg bag recommend washing 
out these bags on a daily basis using a50/50 white vinegar 
and water solution and allowing the bag to air dry.  

(Continued on page 12) 

 

Tips & Tricks 

 

STOPPING THE SPLASH 

Houston We Have Splashdown 

 

     To avoid unwanted and messy 
backsplash, try flushing just as you empty 
your pouch. Emptying into the bowl as the 
rushes down may help prevent backsplash. 
Another option is to try sitting on the toilet 
backwards in order to empty the bag. Also, 
lay some toilet paper down over the water 
and up onto the front of the toilet seat. 
Empty down onto the paper instead od 
directly into the water.  
 

                   - Springfield Ostomy Family Newsletter 
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SKIN CARE - ALLERGIC DERMATITIS 
& REACTIONS 

By Kathryn Hoyman, WOCN, Minneapolis Support Group 

 

Allergic Dermatitis is a skin reaction that is red, 
bumpy, and swollen that has specific margins that 
mirror the causative agent. Allergic dermatitis is 
caused by an allergic skin reaction occurring when the 
body develops antibodies against an allergen - wafer, 
paste, plastic, dye in tape, liquid plastics. When 
suspecting an allergy, check it out by skin testing. 
Apply product to another area of abdomen on healthy 
skin and leave in place as long as possible (a week) 
and check the reaction.  
Allergic Reactions - Many times I hear that people are 
allergic to adhesive tape or paper tape or Skin Prep or 
any number of different products that are used in 
ostomy care. Allergies may occur with any product. 
They may occur with the first use of a product or after 
years of using a product without problems. Actual 
allergic reactions to ostomy products are not common. 
But, some people do have issues relating to an allergic 
reaction to certain products at certain times. And many 
people have sensitivities at one time or another. 
Allergic reactions are usually severe. They will cause 
blistering and wet, weeping skin wherever the products 
touch you. Two situations are frequently labelled as 
allergic by mistake.  
First, if a skin sealant wipe is used, it needs to dry 
completely to allow the solvents to evaporate. If the 
pouch is applied while the solvents are still on the skin, 
sore skin can easily occur.  
Since the solvents can’t evaporate through the skin 
barrier as they can through the paper tape collar, this 

will look like an allergy to the skin barrier.  
Second, each time you remove a pouch, the adhesive 
takes with it the top layer of dead skin cells. This is 
called “skin stripping.” Everyone’s skin reacts 
differently to having tape removed. But it’s important 
to be gentle and not remove a pouch more frequently 
than necessary. Skin that is stripped will be sore in 
some sports and not in others. Sometimes skin around 
the stoma becomes fragile and strips easily. A barrier, 
tape and pouch with a very gentle adhesive must be 
found.  
To test whether you are really allergic, take a small 
piece of the test material and place it on any 
convenient part of your skin far away from your stoma. 
After 48 hours, take it off and see whether you are 
reacting. If pain, itching or blistering occurs, take it off 
immediately.  
If it’s an allergy you will react. If you have a history 
of allergies, test in this manner before trying on any 
new ostomy product. It is better to have half an inch of 
sore skin on your leg than around your stoma. You 
need healthy skin around the stoma for a good seal and 
satisfactory performance from an ostomy pouching 
system.  
If you develop an allergy to a product you have used 
for a long time, you can call the manufacturer. They 
may have made changes in the manufacturing process. 
Calls from users are sometimes their first notice that 
the new improvements are or are not working.  
A follow-up visit to your ostomy nurse should be your 
next step.  
 

Source: The Mail Pouch, OSG EV/AZ, The Pouch, Northern 
Virginia Nov/Dec. 2020 via Ottawa Ostomy Newsletter, Nov. 
2022 

 

Explore various types of clothing accessories to 
expand your comfort and confidence.  
 

Wear  a “swim wrap” from www.ostomysecrets.com 
for extra protection while swimming, or for nighttime 
wear and sexual intimacy. Basically it’s a tube of 
polyester material with pouches to provide support for 
your bag. They also sell specialized underwear with 
pockets for ostomy bags.  
 

Explore different types of underwear that provide extra 
support for your bag. For example, some women’s 
underwear uses a blend with Lycra™ which can help 
to hold the bag more firmly to your skin. Or choose a 
brief with a “muffin top” extra band at the top for extra 
coverage to hide the top of the bag/wafer from peeking 
out under your pants.  

 

Many urostomates prefer to wear suspenders vs a belt. 
WOC nurses often recommend wearing some type of 
supportive belt to prevent hernias, as well as accidents.  
 

The Phoenix magazine often advertises ostomy bag 
covers in various designs to camouflage your bag.  
 

Other tips: 
 

If you have a high ouput ileostomy, try using a bag 
with a spout (similar to a urostomy) for easier 
emptying.  
 

Mark your calendar when you last changed your bag to 
track when you need to change it again, as well as 
when to order future ostomy supplies.  
 

Source: Ostomy Association of the Houston Area - January 2023 

(Continued from page 11) 



 

STOMA ANNIVERSARY CLUB  
 

The anniversary date of my stoma is _____________ and to  
celebrate my second chance for healthy living, I am sending the 
sum of $_____ per year since I had my ostomy surgery.  
 

NAME: _________________________________ 

 

AMT. ENCLOSED: __________  
 

Official receipts for tax purposes are issued for all donations, 
regardless of the amount.  
My name and the number of years may be printed in the “INSIDE/
OUT” newsletter. YES ____ NO _____  
 

Clip or copy this coupon and return with your donation to:  
Winnipeg Ostomy Association  

204-825 Sherbrook Street  
Winnipeg, MB R3A 1M5  

 

Proceeds from the Stoma Anniversary Club will continue to go 
towards the purchase of audio & video equipment to promote 
the Winnipeg Ostomy Association and its programs.  
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PAYING YOUR MEMBERSHIP   
 or MAKING a DONATION                   

  

e-Transfers now  
available  

  

Use e-transfers to make a donation towards a 
Memorial Gift, the Youth Camp Fund, Stoma 
Anniversary, General Funds, or paying 
memberships   

  

e-transfer instructions: 
  

Email:    treasurer@ostomy-winnipeg.ca 

  

Message box:  Be very clear to say what the 
transfer is for.    
  

Security Question:  
What is the middle word of WOA?  
Answer:  Ostomy  (note: first letter “O” is upper 
case) 
  

TAKING CALCIUM SUPPLEMENTS 

 

For maximum benefit take your calcium 
supplement at bedtime, recommends Morris 
Notelovitz, a professor of obstetrics and 
gynecology at the University of Florida.  
Taking calcium supplements to prevent 
osteoporosis, a bone-threatening disease affecting 
millions, has been widely advised.  
Dr. Notelovitz has discovered that when the 
dosage is taken does make a difference in how 
much calcium is absorbed and used. It is best to 
take calcium at bedtime because it is stored during 
the day and lost at night. Stored calcium in the 
bones is required for aid in blood clotting and 
heart muscle contractions. At night, when no food 
is being taken in, the skeleton is the only source of 
calcium. By taking the supplement at night, your 
blood level of calcium can be maintained without 
depriving the bones.  
Calcium should not be taken on an empty 
stomach, Dr. Notelovitz recommends. Have a 
glass of milk or some yogurt first, he suggests. As 
well as being excellent sources of calcium 
themselves, the lactose in these products also 
helps calcium absorption.  
 

Source: S. Broward (FL) Ostomy Newsletter, Regina Ostomy 
News. May/June 2005 via Vancouver Ostomy HighLife Nov/
Dec. 2022. 

October Visitor Report  
 

Surgeries:  Colostomy  1;   
Hospital referrals:   STB 1;  
Valued Visitors:   Lorrie 
Pismenny 

 

November Visitor Report  
 

Surgeries:  Ileostomy  4;   Colostomy  4;    
Hospital referrals:   HSC 3;   STB 4;  Grace  1 

Valued Visitors:   Sandy Owsianski, Bonnie Dyson 
(2), Jefferson Peters, Norma Wilson, Angie Izzard, Don 
Opper 
 

December Visitor Report  
 

Surgeries:  Colostomy  2;   
Hospital referrals:   Grace 1;   STB 1;  
Valued Visitors:   Sandy Owsianski, Angie Izzard 

 

Submitted by Bonnie Dyson,  
Visitor Coordinator 

I hate when I go to the kitchen 
looking for food and all I find are 

ingredients. 



 

204 - 825 Sherbrook St.,  
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada   R3A 1M5 

Phone: 204 - 237 - 2022       E-mail: woainfo@mts.net 

BOARD of DIRECTORS 

 

President          Randy Hull   204-794-4019 

  

Vice-President           Richard Taylor 204-261-4465 

 

Bookkeeper          Daryl Beaudry  204-981-8486 

 

Secretary           Claudette Gagnon  204-793-6506 

  

Visiting Coordinator   Bonnie Dyson          204-669-5830 

  

Membership Chair      Donna Love  204-489-0061 

 

Newsletter Editor        Lorrie Pismenny       204-489-2731 

 

Member-at-Large       Ross Bingham 204-889-9554 

  

Member-at-Large        Donna Suggitt          204-694-7660 

  

Past President            Fred Algera  204-654-0743 

  

NSWOC NURSES 

Nurses Specializing in Wound, Ostomy & Continent Care 

WINNIPEG OSTOMY ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

  

Current Members—PLEASE WAIT  for your green membership renewal form to arrive in the mail.  
Your renewal date is printed on your membership card.  

  

New Members: Please use this form.      The following information is kept strictly CONFIDENTIAL. 
  

Please enroll me  as a new member of the Winnipeg Ostomy Association.  
I am enclosing the annual membership fee of $40.00.  
  

To help reduce costs please send my copies of the Inside/Out newsletter via email in PDF format. YES ____  NO ____ 

  

NAME:_______________________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________ 

  

ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________________  
  

CITY:__________________________________ PROVINCE:________ POSTAL CODE: _______________ 

  

EMAIL: ___________________________________________________ YEAR of BIRTH: ______________ 

  

Type of surgery:    Colostomy: ____ Ileostomy: ____ Urostomy: _____ Other: _________________________ 

 Spouse/Family Member: ____________    N/A: _______                    (Please indicate type if other) 
  

May we welcome you by name in our newsletter? Yes ______  I’d rather not ______. 
  

  

Please make cheque/money order payable to: “Winnipeg Ostomy Assoc.” and mail to: 
Winnipeg Ostomy Assoc.   204-825 Sherbrook St. Winnipeg, MB   R3A 1M5 

MEDICAL ADVISORS 
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PHYSICIAN  DR. C. YAFFE 

For pick-up of unused ostomy 

supplies please contact the 

  

Winnipeg Ostomy  
Association 

 “NEW” 204-237-2022 

 

Leave a message and your call will be returned.  


